WHO AM I?
- First year Mathmo
- Secretary of St John’s College Punt Society
- Volunteer at STIMULUS Placement
- Active member of CUCCS, ABACUS, University Lawn Tennis Club and University Language Centre

Why Me?
- I was born in a Hong Kong family and raised in China, also a person quite keen on Japanese culture and speaks Japanese.
- I enjoy making friends with people from different backgrounds.
- I am a frequent party organizer and want to come up with exciting events. 
  \( p \geq w \leq q \)
- I am a person of responsibility and hope to bring well-organized events to international students.
- I am active in many international societies and I know what people are looking for!

Why Social Officer?
- My experience in Cambridge is amazing and I love to know many people doing different subjects from different countries. It is easy for people with the same background to social and make friends. I want to organize events to make international students know new people from different colleges and make new connections! I am also a person with lots of ideas and hope to bring exciting new events!

What I will do?
- Organize swaps among colleges to make new connections.
- Cultural events to help understand each other better.
- Continue the exciting traditional iCUSU events and be responsible to the events I organize.